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Abstract: In studying the four basic interactions, I found that gluons (the
carrier of the strong interaction SI) and gravitons Γ (gravity GR) can be used
as superpositions of color charges in a simulation, similar to magnetic field
quantums, photons and electrical charges in electricity EM and the electro-
magnetic interaction EMI. The fourth weak interaction WI occurs in decay
processes of atomic kernels. Every elementary particle-system is treated as a
real 6-dimensional Gleason-operator T (self-adjoint, positive, bounded of the
trace-class with trace 1) on a complex 3-dimensional space C

3, where in su-
perpositions the quantum mechanical non-commutative measuring process be-
tween two operators T1, T2 carries both Einstein’s special and general relativistic
Minkowski- and Schwarzschild-metrics. The (physical) systems are assumed as
superpositions of Gleason-operators on C

3. Real 3-dimensional projections and
functions are given with additional projective transversal sections in C

3. This
approach unifies the four interactions.
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1. Systems

Whirls are demonstrating 6 color charges cc, called r, g, b with 3 different speeds
and, rotating in the opposite direction, r, g, b, where x, x have the same speed.
In superpositions they shall form larger whirls, like gluons (2 or 6 cc) or gravi-
tons (3 cc). Their symmetry group is D3, - mathematically the symmetry
group of order 6 of an equilateral triangle. The spin 2 of Γ is 5-dimensional,
where orthogonally added to 4-dimensional spacetime R

4 is a mass barycenters-
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generating radial vector, similar as in the Kaluza-Klein theory. The usual
space-coordinates (x, y, z) are extended for the wave-particle duality by two
mass/frequency coordinates (iw, iu) for energy E with h ·f = E = m ·c2, f (m)
frequency (mass) of a system, h, (c) the Planck constant (speed of light). The
3 complex coordinates are (iw, iu, it, x, y, z), where it is the time-coordinate.
The quadric for gravity with gravitons Γ is

qΓ = −2wu − c2t2 + x2 + y2 + z2.

Demonstrating T , geometrically a Deuteron kernel with two linked rotors
is constructed, which work in a 6-cycle such that it can be implemented in a
computer program. One rotor is for the WI+EM (electrical/magnetic) actions,
the second for SI+GR (color charges/gluons/gravitons) actions. A static, me-
chanical model of diameter 12cm exists where the relative geometrical location
of the parts to be constructed can be seen. For the 12-fold elementary particle
series of quarks and leptons the symmetry group Z2×D3 is suggested. Quadrics
and matrices belonging to the SI, WI symmetry groups SU(3), SU(2) are used
in 1-3 dimensional blow up or blow down space-constructions.

A new black hole model, consisting of quarks, cc’s and GR without SI, WI,
EMI/EM , is developed with a fractal evolution for a big bang at any point
O ∈ C

3, where initially in a discrete 3-fold radius expansion the basic physical
laws are generated before a physically crucial time-coordinate for an expanding
(from O) world comes into existence with a continuously expanding radius.
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